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Introduction 

The purpose of the Observer’s Challenge is to encourage the pursuit of visual observing.  

It’s open to everyone that’s interested, and if you’re able to contribute notes, and/or drawings, 

we’ll be happy to include them in our monthly summary.  We also accept digital imaging.  

Visual astronomy depends on what’s seen through the eyepiece.  Not only does it satisfy an 

innate curiosity, but it allows the visual observer to discover the beauty and the wonderment of 

the night sky.  Before photography, all observations depended on what the astronomer saw in the 

eyepiece, and how they recorded their observations.  This was done through notes and drawings, 

and that’s the tradition we’re stressing in the Observers Challenge.  We’re not excluding those 

with an interest in astrophotography, either.  Your images and notes are just as welcome.  The 

hope is that you’ll read through these reports and become inspired to take more time at the 

eyepiece, study each object, and look for those subtle details that you might never have noticed 

before. 

NGC 4036/4041 Galaxy Pair in Ursa Major 

NGC 4036 was discovered by William Herschel in 1790.  It’s a lenticular galaxy located 

in Ursa Major.  It lies approximately 70 million light-years away and shines at an approximate 

mag. 10.66, or thereabouts, depending on the source. 

It has an irregular pattern of dust lanes, only visible in images with the largest telescopes, 

yet it’s easy to spot the overall galaxy in even small apertures as at least a smudge. 

Nearby, you may be able to spot companion galaxy NGC 4041, also discovered by 

William Herschel in 1790.  It lies about 70.4 million light-years away and shines at a dimmer 

mag. 11.3, also depending on the source.  Unlike its companion, it’s listed as a spiral galaxy and 

it lacks a bar, but has a weak ring structure.  It takes a slightly larger scope to see.



Observations/Drawings/Photos 

Mike Jerry:  Observer from California 

 

NOTE:  We’d like to welcome new participant Mike Jerry from Tecopa, California.  

Welcome Mike! 

I captured NGC 4036 & 4041 at approximately 11pm PDT on May 24, 2019 at my home 

in Tecopa, CA which is in a dark blue LP zone.  I used my trusty 70mm (2.75-inch) achromatic 

refractor @ f/5 and a ZWO ASI224MC camera.  With such a small ‘light bucket,’ there isn’t 

much resolution, but both objects are there, though 4041 is difficult to distinguish from 

surrounding stars, which are also fuzzy due to poor transparency. 

The image is 194 8-second images stacked in SharpCap Pro 3.2 for a total integration 

time of about 26 minutes.  Again not much detail there, but I didn’t really expect much from my 

setup on such a tiny object.  I guess that’s why it’s called a challenge. :)  Nonetheless, it was a 

fun introduction to these two objects which I had never viewed before! 



 



Michael Brown:  Observer from Massachusetts 

 

NOTE:  We’d like to welcome new participant Michael Brown from Townsend, 

Massachusetts.  Welcome Michael! 

Michael has been observing with a telescope since age 7 (1963).  He majored in 

astrophysics at Harvard, but ended up pursuing a career in a different field (environmental 

engineering) and kept astronomy as a life-long hobby.  He has also been involved in the light 

pollution fight in his own small town of Townsend, Massachusetts. 

He grew up in Queens, New York City, but despite the bright lights, managed to get 

hooked on astronomy via monthly trips to the Hayden Planetarium as a child, and later, 

participating in an astronomy club of high school kids called the Amateur Observers’ Society (it 

still exists, but most members are now old). 

He started dabbling in astrophotography around 5-6 years ago.  He tends to do it only a 

couple of times a year, as he finds it very laborious to get everything set up, and mostly defaults 

to the relative relaxation of simple observing.  He’s managed to photograph many of his favorite 

showpiece objects (M51, M101, Ring Nebula, Dumbbell Nebula, etc.) as well as the supernova 

in NGC 6946 a couple of years ago.  Perhaps he’ll turn the camera to a future “object of the 

month.”  Quote:  “I’m not even remotely at the level of Mario Motta.” 

He does most of his observing from his yard in Townsend, which typically has a limiting 

mag. of around 5.  He uses an 8-inch SCT, usually with a 9mm EP. 

He observed the galaxies on April 6 and April 28, 2019. 

NGC 4036 is a galaxy in Ursa Major.  Its shape indicates it to be nearly edge-on, with an 

east-west orientation.  I noticed a distinct brightening at the nucleus.  I found it be quite bright in 



my 8-inch scope despite its being mag. 11.  With its small apparent size, the galaxy had a high 

surface brightness.  In the same field was another galaxy, NGC 4041.  This galaxy was dimmer 

than NGC 4036, but I was able to see it with direct vision (no averted vision required).  NGC 

4041 had perhaps a 45° tilt based on its apparent oval shape, and a less distinct nucleus than 

NGC 4036. 

Last night we had a beautiful, clear night and I got a first look at the June object (NGC 

5377).  There was a little interference from the crescent moon.  So far, about all I can say is that 

there was something there, but not much else!  However I will observe it again as the opportunity 

presents. 



Ed Fraini:  Observer from Texas 

 

Ursa Major is up and away from the plane of the Milky Way.  We have an excellent 

window into the universe in that direction.  There are over 100 listed galaxies within the 

boundaries of Ursa Major, and we have observed many of them over the years.  At the 2019 

session of the Texas Star Party, we had outstanding seeing on multiple nights.  The official 

observing program was entitled “Smoke and Mirrors,” and it featured numerous pairs of galaxies 

that could be observed in one field of view.  The May Challenge pair would have fit well on that 

list. 

At the Texas Star Party on Tuesday, April 30, 2019, at 0520 GMT, we began an 

observation of the target galaxy pair.  Both seeing and transparency were well above average, 

and with concentrated vision, we could see five stars inside the bowl of Ursa Major.  This 

detection placed the NELM at about mag. 6. We first acquired the field in a 20-inch Dobsonian 

at 50× magnification.  Just out of the view field to the southwest were three bright white linear 

stars. 

Both NGC 4036 and NGC 4041 were quite detectable against an extremely black 

background.  Increasing the power to 152× with a 13mm eyepiece provided some clear 

distinctions between the two galaxies.  NGC 4036 looked elliptic and far more edge on than 

NGC 4036 and was without significant variation in brightness across its shape.  NGC 4041 

appeared very face on with a very bright center.  We didn’t detect other deep-sky objects 

illustrated in charts for this field of view. 

This galaxy pair was well worth the effort, and we encourage others to take the time to 

explore all that Ursa Major has to offer. 



Keith Caceres:  Observer from Nevada 

 

I observed NGC 4036 in Ursa Major on the second night (March 30, 2019) of our 

rescheduled Death Valley Star Party.  I snapped a photo and saw a pair of small, fairly bright 

galaxies.  The nearly edge-on galaxy on the left is NGC 4036.  The bright galaxy to the right of 

it, near the top center of the image is NGC 4041.  There is also a very faint nearly edge-on 

looking galaxy at the far right of the image, which seems to be UGC 7009.  All three galaxies are 

circumpolar and are always above the horizon from Las Vegas or Death Valley. 

Both NGC 4036 and NGC 4041 are about 70 million light-years away, though some 

sources seem to wildly disagree, with NGC 4036 also being placed at 62 and 68 million light-

years, and one source placing NGC 4041 at a rather unbelievable 160 million light-years.  NGC 

4036 is a lenticular galaxy (partway between a spiral and elliptical galaxy).  It has a well-defined 

disc (4.9 × 2.1 arcmin), that is nearly edge-on from Earth’s view (18° inclined from edge-on), 

but with no spiral arm structure visible.  Given its angular size and distance, its disc would be 

just smaller than the Milky Way’s disc.  It has a visual mag. of 10.6.  The photo shows a 

yellowish color for the disc, which indicates an old population of yellow stars, with none of blue 

or red emitted by new star formation (this is consistent with what is known about this galaxy). 

There is a bright point source of light in the disc, above and a little to the right of center.  

One source indicates this is a star in the extreme foreground (in our galaxy) that happens to be in 

front of NGC 4036’s disc, but it fails to give its name.  I suspected this would have to be a much 

closer foreground star in our galaxy because to resolve it as a point source at 60+ million light-

years would mean it would have to be a bright supernova.  Sources also indicate there are 

irregular roughly spiral dust lanes present in this galaxy that show up in Hubble photos, but not 

in my own. Editors Note:  The star is 2MASS J12012908+6153520 or SDSS 

J120129.07+615352.1 with a green mag. of 17.5. 



NGC 4041 is a face-on spiral galaxy with an angular size of 2.6 × 2.4 arcmin, and a 

visual mag. of 11.06.  There’s no easily recognizable spiral structure in my own photo, but it’s 

easy to see in Hubble photos.  There’s a tinge of blue shades mixed in with yellow in my photo 

of its disc.  This is consistent with the populations of young blue stars seen in its spiral arms in 

Hubble photos. 

UGC 7009 is an irregular galaxy that is 66 million light-years away and has angular 

dimensions of 1.6 × 0.4 arcmin.  It has a visual mag. of 15.06, which is much fainter than the pair 

of NGC galaxies.  Its oblong shape is barely visible in my photo at the far right side. 

The attached photo is a crop taken with an 8-inch SCT, an 0.8× focal reducer, and Canon 

70D, giving a 1,600mm focal length at f/8.  Plate solving indicates a pixel scale of 0.478 

arcsec/pixel, and that the upward direction is 272° east of north (i.e. the upward direction is 

roughly westward).  The original uncropped photo had a 43.6 × 29 arcmin field of view. 

 



 



Gus Johnson:  Observer from Maryland 

 

In 1967, I observed NGC 4036 with a 6-inch reflector @ 59×.  This galaxy was faint and 

elongated. 



Francisco Silva:  Observer from Nevada 

 

At Furnace Creek in Death Valley, using an 8-inch reflector at 80×, sky conditions were 

transparency 4 out of 5 and seeing 2 out of 5.  I wasn’t able to see the galaxy.  I drew the field 

but outside of the X showing the spot, I detected nothing there. 

 



Corey Mooney:  Observer from Massachusetts 

 

I live stacked NGC 4036 and 4041 during a YouTube live stream on the night of March 

27, 2019 around 11:20pm. 

I was using my monochrome IMX290 based camera in a 4.5 inch f/4 Newtonian on a 

small GOTO converted GEM mount.  This small system was run in my driveway (Bortle ~5) and 

operated remotely from a computer indoors. 

Here’s my image of NGC 4036 and 4041 

It is 97 stacked 8-second frames at max gain totaling ~13 minutes.  It’s been cropped and 

de-gradiented in RawTherapee. 



 

I began the night by looking for the brightest visible supernova listed on the Rochester 

astronomy website.  When I switched over to looking at this month’s challenge object, I 

immediately noticed the faint star near the core of NGC 4036.  I excitedly checked the Rochester 

supernova site and looked at older reference images but alas, it seems to be a normal foreground 

star. 

NGC 4041’s wonderful spiral arms became visible as the live stack progressed. 



James Dire:  Observer from Illinois 

 

NGC 4036 is a mag. 10.5 spiral galaxy in Ursa Major.  The galaxy is relatively easy to 

find due to its proximity to the Big Dipper.  To star hop to NGC 4036, find an arcing trio of mag. 

6-7 stars located 2.5° above the cup of the Big Dipper.  The trio is slightly close to Megrez than 

Dubhe (see attached finder chart).  The three stars span about 1/3°.  The three stars are easily 

captured in the same eyepiece field of view with NGC 4036.  The galaxy is located 1/2° north-

northeast of the middle star. 

NGC 4036 was originally classified as an elliptical galaxy.  But today, we know it’s a 

lenticular galaxy – a galaxy that’s in-between elliptical and spiral galaxies.  Like spiral galaxies, 

lenticular galaxies have a flattened disk.  However, like elliptical galaxies, there’s no active star 

formation. 

The galaxy is 2.7 × 1.0 arcminutes in size.  The major axis runs nearly east-west. It’s 

tilted about 18° from edge on and is located 62 million light-years away. 

Another galaxy, NGC 4041, lies seventeen arcminutes north-northeast of NGC 4036.  

NGC 4041 is a mag. 11 face-on spiral galaxy.  It measures 1.7 × 1.4 arcminutes in size. This 

galaxy is 70 million light-years away and is a member of the same galaxy group as NGC 4036.  

Both galaxies were discovered simultaneously by William Herschel in the year 1790 using his 

18.7-inch reflector. 

I viewed both galaxies twice in May.  The first time I viewed them using a 190mm (7.5-

inch) Maksutov-Newtonian.  The sky transparency was excellent, and the seeing was average.  

My second spy of the galaxy pair was with my 14-inch f/6 Dob.  The sky transparency was very 

poor, however the seeing was excellent. 



The attached image shows the view through the 14-inch telescope using a 26mm 

eyepiece (78×).  NGC 4036 is located in the middle of a trapezoid of mag. 10 and 11 stars, with 

the west corner of the trapezoid occupied by a double star.  The galaxy has a slightly brighter 

star-like core.  NGC 4041 appeared more round than NGC 4036, and lies close to the 

northernmost star in the trapezoid.  I couldn’t make out any structure in either galaxy. 

 



 

 

 



John Bishop:  Observer from Massachusetts 

 

I observed galaxies NGC 4036 and NGC 4041 on April 27, 2019 and May 24, 2019 from 

the ATMoB Clubhouse in Westford, MA.  I observed with an 8.25-inch f/11.5 Dall-Kirkham 

reflector (210/2415mm).  I used five eyepieces, observing at powers ranging from 48× to 192×.  

I like to observe objects at different magnifications.  The eyepieces are parfocal, all with a 52° 

apparent FOV. 

On both nights, the sky was initially overcast.  Patience was rewarded each time when the 

sky almost miraculously began to clear at about 10:30 pm.  During the evening of May 24th, a 

small group of us was waiting inside the Clubhouse for the sky to clear.  The mood was 

becoming grim.  It had been heavily overcast all night.  At 10:30 pm, I went outside for one last 

look at the sky.  “I see stars.  It’s clearing up!”  I only had to say it once. 

Once the clouds departed, conditions were good:  clear and steady, with fair to good 

transparency.  There was moisture in the air, however, which affected transparency, and dew 

appeared on some equipment.  The temperature at 1:00 am was 47°F. 

The two galaxies were relatively easy to find on both nights.  The Telrad got me to the 

general vicinity.  With the 7×50 finder, I found the distinctive short curved line of three stars just 

southwest of the galaxies.  From there, I swept northeast a short distance perpendicular to the 

line.  At 48×, using a two inch 50mm eyepiece, I initially had difficulty seeing the galaxies.  

Switching to 80×, I could see them more easily. 

At 100× and 133×, with both galaxies in the FOV, the two objects obviously looked 

different.  NGC 4036 was larger and brighter, and it was elongated.  At times I saw a small, 

bright spot in the center of 4036, which I assumed was some kind of nucleus.  At 192×, the 

nucleus was a little brighter and larger, and the halo was more extended. 



At low power, NGC 4041 was a round patch, noticeably fainter than 4036.  With 

increased power, I saw a broad core, and the halo was uneven.  I didn’t see a bright nucleus. 

It’s always fun to see two or more galaxies in the FOV.  100× and 133× showed both 

objects at once, with decent detail (such as it is with an 8-inch scope).  192× wouldn’t show both 

galaxies at once, but they were bigger and brighter. 



Doug Paul:  Observer from Massachusetts 

I shot NGC 4036 and NGC 4041 during a five-day streak of good conditions in early 

March, all with a new or near new moon.  (I guess the poor conditions in April and May are 

nature’s retribution...) 

*Mon:  We had 11 inches of heavy wet snow, so I spent the day shoveling, including a 

spot to set up the camera. 

*Tue:  I went out for some local XC skiing, but the skies were so clear that I hurried back 

home to get some dinner and set up the AP rig.  It was pretty cold, but I took subs on NGC 1909 

(a very dim reflection nebula--17.8 mag/sq-arcmin) until clouds shut me down around 21:30. 

*Wed:  The snow was still good and I again did some local XC skiing, but the skies were 

clear and again cut the skiing short to get home in time for another imaging session.  This time, I 

was able to shoot until clouds came in around 03:30, getting subs on five targets including NGC 

4036/4041 and a 2020 OC object.  Temps went down to 6F—good for keeping  the camera 

sensor cool, but a little hard on the operator... 

*Thu:  The snow was still good(!), but I was too tired to ski.  However, the skies were 

still clear, so I pulled an all-nighter and got subs on 7 targets including NGC 5377 (the June OC 

object).  Temps went down to 4F and between the cold and the fatigue, I spent much of the time 

indoors letting the computer control the camera.  (I still had to aim and check the gear manually.) 

*Fri:  It was clear again, so I put in yet another all-nighter, collecting subs on another 7 

targets, including a 2020 and a 2021 OC object.  It was “warm” at 10F... 

*Sat:  The forecast predicted (accurately) that there would be a few clear hours in the 

early part of the evening, but I was just too pooped to go out.  Guess I don’t tolerate all-nighters 

as well as I used to... 

NELM was around 4 for the above nights.  I did manage to collect subs on NGC 1909 (at 

a sub-optimal sky location) on all 4 nights (plus an earlier night) which combined to give me 2.5 

hours of data to produce an image which, while it has some problems, was surprisingly good 

considering its low surface brightness, the horrible local light pollution (Bortle 7 or 8), the sub-

optimal sky location, and only a 5.6-inches of aperture.  (It’s so dim that it was not visible in the 

individual subs.) 

Here’s my image of NGC 4036 (bottom) and NGC 4041 (top). 

Technical info: 



Canon 80D, 400mm FL f/2.8 lens (142mm aperture), ISO 800, 80subs × 30sec=40min, 

2/3 scale (3 arcsec/pixel), orientation:  north up.  Standard processing using darks and flats, 

daylight white balance. 

 



Sue French:  Observer from New York 

 

NGC 4036 and its companion NGC 4041 are small galaxies hovering north of the Big 

Dipper’s bowl.  I last observed this pair on April 28, 2019 with my 10-inch f/5.8 (254/1494mm) 

Newtonian.  The night was fairly pleasant at 38°F with a light breeze.  The transparency was 

good and the seeing fair. 

It’s a simple star-hop to these galaxies with my 9×50 finder and equatorial mount.  

Scanning west from Megrez for a bit less than half a finder-field and then north for a bit less that 

one finder field takes me to a distinctive pattern of four stars, mags. 6 to 9.  Together, they form 

a very squat T with a broad, slightly curved top.  The T’s short bar points northeast to the galaxy 

pair, which is visible in the same field of view at 43× (89 arcminute field of view).  NGC 4036 is 

the larger and brighter galaxy and is elongated, while NGC 4041 appears round with a relatively 

large, bright center. 

At 115× (40 arcminute FOV), NGC 4036 brightens toward the center and sports a small 

nucleus.  NGC 4041 displays a faint halo and possibly a tiny nucleus.  Boosting the 

magnification to 187× (32 arcminute FOV), the galaxies still share a field and details are easier 

to pick out.  The sketch was made at this magnification.  NGC 4036 is a 2½′-long spindle tipped 

east by north with an oval core and a small, roundish nucleus, while NGC 4041 is nearly round, 

spans roughly 1½′, and shows a faint, star-like nucleus. 



 

 



Glenn Chaple:  Observer from Massachusetts 

 

The view of both galaxies was reminiscent of M81 and M82 in a 10-inch, f/5 reflector.  

NGC 4036 had a concentrated, almost stellar nucleus when viewed at 202×.  Also, NGC 4036 

was visible with a 4.5-inch f/8 reflector, using averted vision. 

 



Joseph Rothchild:  Observer from Massachusetts 

 

I observed NGC 4036 at the ATMOB Clubhouse on April 3, 2019 with my 10-inch 

reflector.  There was curved arc of 3 stars visible in the finder that pointed to the galaxy.  The 

galaxy was compact and I saw it easily.  It had a distinct oval shape, which was somewhat 

pointed at the ends.  This was another new object to me, and I appreciate your introducing it to 

the group. 



Chris Elledge:  Observer from Massachusetts 

 

On May 6, 2019 @9:30pm EDT, I used a 10-inch f/5 reflector to observe NGC 4036 

from the ATMoB Clubhouse.  Sky conditions were:  Bortle Scale 6.  NELM:  4.5.  

Transparency:  fair.  Seeing:  good. 

To locate NGC 4036, I started star hopping from Dubhe.  I headed east past HD98261 to 

the bright pair HR4421 and HR4439.  From there, I continued east via KW Ursae Majoris to a 

set of three mag. 6 to 7 stars in a slight arc (HR4569, HR4575, and HD104087).  NGC 4036 was 

34ʹ NE from the center star of the arc. 

At 36× (35mm 1.9˚FOV), NGC 4036 appeared as a glowing spot with averted vision.  

With direct vision, there was a speck of light in the middle which was likely from the galactic 

core.  To the SW of the galaxy were the 3 brighter stars in an arc that I mentioned plus a fainter 

mag. 9 star (SAO15677).  A line from HD4575 through SAO15677 toward the NE headed 

straight for NGC 4036.  There were three mag. 9 stars to the NW that formed a line 6ʹ long that 

headed SSE.  There were five mag. 10 to 11 stars surrounding NGC 4036 that enclosed it in a 

box with the galaxy roughly centered. Two of these faint surrounding stars were paired together 

in the west corner of the box. 

At 51× (25mm 1.4˚FOV), NGC 4036 was visible with direct vision as a diffuse glow 

around a brighter core.  Several more faint mag. 14 stars were visible sprinkled around the edges 

of the box of stars enclosing the galaxy. 

At 115× (11mm 0.71˚FOV), with averted vision, the diffuse outer glow was still visible 

around the bright central core point of light.  With direct vision, it almost appeared as a faint ring 

of light around the core. 



Cranking the power up to 270× (4.7mm, 0.3˚FOV) resulted in NGC 4036 no longer being 

visible with direct vision.  The core of the galaxy still appeared with averted vision, but no 

longer as a star-like point of light.  The core had a slight E to W elongation, but no structure was 

visible. 

I forgot to attempt NGC 4041 while observing, but it wasn’t as easily visible as NGC 

4036 in my 10-inch.  Observing through another member’s 22-inch telescope on the same night 

revealed NGC 4041 easily alongside NGC 4036 in the same view. 



Mario Motta:  Observer from Massachusetts 

 

 

About one hour of exposures, using a 32-inch telescope and a STL 1001E SBIG camera. 



 



Jay Thompson:  Observer from Nevada 

 

I viewed NGC 4036 and NGC 4041 on three occasions from the dark skies of Meadview, 

AZ.  I used a 16-inch f/10 SCT, a 17-inch f/4.5 reflector, and the LVAS 24-inch f/4. 

At magnifications around 100× with a wide-field eyepiece, both galaxies fit in the field of 

view.  Increasing magnification to around 250×, NGC 4036 appeared elongated with a bright 

core, while NGC 4041 was more round and gave the impression of a face-on spiral. 



Roger Ivester:  Observer from North Carolina 

 

I observed NGC 4036 and 4041 on March 24, 2019 from my backyard using a 10-inch 

f/4.5 equatorial reflector.  For the sketch I used an 11mm EP for a magnification of 104× and an 

FOV of 0.79°. 

NGC 4036 had a lens shape, elongated and oriented E-W.  The galaxy had a brighter and 

more concentrated central region, and a very faint stellar nucleus with averted vision. 

NGC 4041 was mostly round, with a brighter core, a faint halo and stellar nucleus. 



 

 



Fred Rayworth:  LVAS AL Coordinator and Observer from Nevada 

 

I’ve observed this galaxy pair numerous times and was going to settle for my observation 

in March, 2019.  However, this time, I was able to add several Easter eggs to the mix, so while 

I’m adding the previous observation for historical value, the main gist is coming from the one I 

did June 1, 2019. 

I originally saw it for the first time on April 29, 1998 from my home in Tipton, 

Oklahoma using my home-built 16-inch reflector at 82×.  At 1,300 feet, it was almost dead calm. 

Clear, 1/4 moon waxing.  Low haze only apparent in bright lights.  A plane from Altus AFB flew 

over earlier and the haze really glared.  It didn’t seem to affect seeing though, especially straight 

up. 

NGC 4036 was a small, but definite streak.  It was medium-bright with a definite core.  

NGC 4041 was a very faint and round area with hint of something oval farther out. Small. 

The next time I viewed it was from our “undisclosed location” at Lake Meade (see my 

personal photo above).  On March 30, 2019 at 2,100 feet, it was cool, with a slight breeze that 

died down before dark.  There were high, thin clouds that seemed to disappear before dark and it 

looked like it would be a gorgeous night, and it at first appeared to be. However, the 

transparency wasn’t all that great.  In fact, it was in holes, where in one spot, I was able to go 

very deep, while in other spots, I could barely see bright stuff.  It was very frustrating. Just as the 

sun went down, I put on a long-john shirt, but never did end up with a coat.  I really needed it by 

the time we quit at 11 PM.  By then, the winds picked up and started knocking stuff over.  

However, that was when we must’ve got a nice hole in the sky because things started to open up 

and I was finding stuff again.  Go figure.  Wasn’t the worst night, but could’ve been better.  Oh, 

and the seeing was terrible.  Everything scintillated real bad. 



Using my 16-inch F/4.5 commercial scope, at 102×, NGC 4036 was a fat streak with a 

solid core.  It showed absolutely no other detail, except the haze around the core was well-

defined and extended only a slight bit from the core.  Otherwise, the galaxy, while bright and 

easy to see, was rather bland and featureless.  A nice target, but otherwise, a gray oval. 

NGC 4041 was slightly more interesting, round, soft, with a very sharp, but still 

indefinite core.  Like its sister galaxy, no other distinguishing details. 

Due to sky conditions that night, I was glad to get out this next time. 

On June 1, 2019, using the same 16-inch f/4.5 and 102X at the “undisclosed location 

again,” the sky conditions were a bit different.  At 2,100 feet, it was warm and nice.  Clear with 

no breeze at all, especially after it got dark.  Never even had to weight down my charts.  While it 

stayed transparent, and some views were stunning, there was a slight haze that moved through in 

spots, making some very faint objects almost invisible, especially in the mag. 14 range at times.  

Yet I was still able to get down to mag. 15+ here and there in the large holes. Finally gave up out 

of fatigue and a slight haze was starting to move in.  Seeing was better than usual as well with 

brighter stars not scintillating as much as usual.  I know it was a better night than usual because I 

finally found one of my long-time nemeses, Palomar 15! 

NGC 4036 was still a featureless solid-core flattened oval.  As hard as I tried, I could eke 

out no detail at all, hardly even much of a variation in the edges of the oval.  I could not even 

detect much of a variation within, mottling or anything to give the galaxy character. 

NGC 4041 was a bit more interesting…more delicate.  While the core was bright and 

solid, almost washed out, at least the spiral arms of this face-on had a touch of character.  I noted 

a slight flaking around the edges.  While extremely subtle, the edges around the circumference 

were definitely not solid, with delicate flaking, just hinting at spiral arms. 

Now, by using my MegaStar chart and knowing what to look for, I was able to take my 

82°EP and skew the field by placing NGC 4036 on one edge so I could try and spot a few Easter 

eggs within the field of view.  These galaxies, with one exception, are all listed in the mag. 15 

range or dimmer.  I had to give them a try. 

First off, right next to NGC 4041 is CGCG 292-63.  Given the unusually black 

background at the moment, I figured it was at least worth a shot while I had the advantage.  

Unfortunately, with a listed mag. 15.7, it wasn’t meant to be.  Using all of my observing tricks, I 

tried and though I may have caught a brief glimpse of “something,” it wasn’t enough for a 

confirm.  It went down on the drawing as an X. 

Next in line was UGC 7009. This one was a bit easier at mag. 15.5.  An extremely faint 

streak, visually, it was more like an oval smudge, not showing much more than the core, slightly 

elongated.  However, it was a definite. 



Moving on to UGC 7019, this one was a bit easier because it was not only mag. 15.2, but 

it was right next to a mag. 11.4 star GSC 4154.97.  It was actually easier to spot but harder to 

see, a contradiction but a lower Sb.  A faint puff with no distinguishable shape, though probably 

oval. 

Right above it was another “impossible” one, MCG +11-15-13.  At mag. 15.8, I was 

pretty sure I wasn’t going to get this one but I tried anyway, knowing it was on one side of 

relatively bright mag. 9 GSC 4157:740.  I never even caught a hint of anything and gave up.  

There’s an X on the drawing for that one too. 

Finally, I got the surprisingly elusive IC 750.  This face-on spiral was quite difficult 

despite being mag. 14.0.  The surface brightness is quite dim and only the core was readily 

visible, and not by much. I had to center it, leaving the two Challenge objects out of the field, 

and concentrate to get it to show at all.  It had a very faint solid core with just a puff of a halo 

around it. It was on the other side of GSC 4157:740, about twice the distance opposite MCG 

+11-15-13. 

Once I detected it (IC 750), I slipped back down to get all five of the visible galaxies into 

the view, but with the field distortion of the eyepiece from coma, it was quite difficult to spot 

ALL of the galaxies at once.  I still represented them in the drawing as if I had each one centered 

individually. 

 

 


